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Section 1: Default Currency
This is the currency that will be shown in your iDevAffiliate system and is used as a baseline against other currency rates. Any commissions generated using a different currency will be converted to this currency (section 3 below).

Section 2: Adding Currencies
To add additional currencies just add them into your admin center and set the currency rate for each.

Section 3: Creating Commissions w/ Different Currencies
If the sale is made with a currency other than your default currency just add the currency used to your tracking pixel.

&idev_currency=EUR (or whatever currency the sale was created with)

Section 4: Examples
Let's say for instance your default currency is set to USD and you have added EUR as a currency with a rate of 0.67347800.

If the sale is made using USD (your default currency) passing &currency=USD is not required. iDevAffiliate will assume the default currency if no currency is defined but you can always pass it if you want to. If the sale is made with EUR you need to let iDevAffiliate know it was made with a currency other than the default so you would pass &currency=EUR. iDevAffiliate will now take the sale amount being passed in and convert it from EUR to USD (your default currency).

- Assume your default currency is USD.
- Assume a sub-total sale amount of 100.00.
- Assume you're paying a 20% commission.

SCENARIO 1:
If &currency=USD or no currency variable at all is received:

The commission would be $20.00 USD.

SCENARIO 2:
If &currency=EUR is received:

The commission would be $13.47 USD.

How did we get $13.47 as the converted commission amount?

We take the sale amount of 100.00 X 0.67347800 (the EUR conversion rate) X .20 (20% commission).
You will always know a commission came in as a conversion because in the pending commissions list the converted currency will appear in red text next to the commission amount and the converted currency will be shown on the commission record itself.

The above list shows two commissions that came in with a currency conversion (EUR and GBP). This list and the "Full Details" page are the only two pages in your admin center that will show you if a commission came in with currency. It is assumed that you've audited the commission before approving it and know the currency to be valid. From that point forward it's treated as just another commission in the system and is set to the default currency.